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Comcast and Time Warner Cable are sponsoring a dinner honoring FCC Commissioner 
Mignon Clyburn at a time when the agency is weighing whether to approve a multibillion-
dollar merger between the two companies.  

 

Comcast will pay $110,000 to be a top-level 
“presenting sponsor” at the Walter Kaitz 
Foundation’s annual dinner in September, at 
which Clyburn is receiving the “diversity 
advocate” award, according to a foundation 
spokeswoman. Time Warner Cable paid 
$22,000 in May to the foundation for the same 
event, according to a Senate lobbying 
disclosure filed at the end of last month. The 
foundation supports diversity in the cable 
industry. 
 

There are no rules preventing businesses from 
helping to honor regulators in this way, and 
both companies say they have supported the 
foundation for years.  But one watchdog is 
pointing out the appearance of a conflict.   “I 
think that the timing is curious,” said Carrie 
Levine, research director at Citizens for 
Responsibility and Ethics in Washington, which 
noted the corporate sponsorships in a blog 
post Monday. “They’re honoring an FCC 
commissioner at the exact same time they’re 
trying to get approval for a merger. And that 
doesn’t look so good.” 
 

The contributions come as FCC and Justice 
Department officials review the $45 billion 
megadeal, which would give Comcast control 
of about 30 percent of U.S. pay-TV subscribers 
and about 40 percent of the country’s 
broadband market. The two firms are pitching 
the deal as a way to increase investment in 
cable and Internet technology, but public 
interest groups oppose the deal because they 
say the combined company will have too much 
control over the market. 
 

Clyburn, a Democrat and former acting 
chairwoman of the FCC, is known as a major 
advocate for media industry diversity. Her 
office declined to comment on the Comcast 
and Time Warner Cable sponsorships of the 

foundation dinner.  Time Warner Cable’s contribution to the dinner is dated May 14, 
according to the company’s disclosure. The Comcast-Time Warner Cable merger was 
announced in February.   
 

Comcast spokeswoman Sena Fitzmaurice said the company has supported the 
foundation for decades and said Clyburn’s role as an awardee has no bearing on its 
sponsorship.  “We absolutely dispute the notion that our contributions have anything to 
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do with currying favor with Commissioner Clyburn or any honoree,” she said in a 
statement. “Such claims are insulting and not supported by any evidence. They are 
purely fiction. We have supported the organization year in and year out regardless of 
who the dinner honorees have been.” 
 

Comcast has given similar amounts to the foundation’s annual dinner in recent years, 
according to figures provided by the company.  A Time Warner Cable spokesman also 
said the company has consistently donated to the foundation and said the firm was not 
concerned about the appearance of sponsoring a dinner honoring one of the regulators 
who oversees it.  “The [foundation] is the centerpiece of this industry’s efforts to not just 
recruit but to advance and train people of multi-ethnicity,” said spokesman Bobby 
Amirshahi. “The reality is the honoree was not a consideration for us as one of many 
companies that supported [the dinner.]”  This year, however, is the first time that a sitting 
FCC commissioner has been honored, according to the list of past award recipients on 
the foundation’s website. The foundation was launched in 1981.   
 

The honorees are chosen by the foundation’s dinner committee, foundation 
spokeswoman Joy Sims said. That panel includes Comcast CEO Brian Roberts, as well 
as several other telecom executives.  Companies including Cox Communications, 
Univision and Time Warner (which is separate from Time Warner Cable) are also 
sponsoring the dinner this year.  
 

Comcast and Time Warner Cable, like the rest of the telecom industry, have robust 
lobbying operations in Washington and are working hard to win approval for their 
proposed merger.  Comcast itself, as well as media firms like Discovery and ESPN, 
have been honored at the dinner in the past. Tom Wheeler, the current chairman of the 
FCC, was honored at the inaugural dinner in 1984, though at the time he was chairman 
of the National Cable and Telecommunications Association and did not serve in 
government. – Politico 
________________________________________________________ 
 

America's heartland wants its RFD-TV.  Fans of shows like "Classic Tractor Fever" and 
"All-American Cowgirl Chicks" are flooding regulators in Washington with their concerns 
about the potential hazards of media consolidation, specifically involving two proposed 
mergers.  Close to half of the thousands of letters submitted to the Federal 
Communications Commission as it reviews Comcast Corp.'s proposed takeover of Time 
Warner Cable Inc. and AT&T Inc.'s planned acquisition of DirecTV come from viewers of 
RFD-TV, a rural-focused channel owned by independent programmer Rural Media 
Group.  
 

Viewers express worry that the media and cable consolidation will be bad news for RFD-
TV and its programs on horsemanship, grain prices and country music.  "Quite frankly 
there are no other TV stations out there that carry the programming that RFD carries," 
said Carl Savely, a 60-year-old attorney from Sparks, Nev., who heeded the channel's 
rallying cry for support and wrote a letter to the FCC. "If the big city boys decide to drop 
them, as some of them have already done, that programing is gone."  Farm-themed 
shows were once popular on mainstream networks through series like "The Beverly 
Hillbillies," "Green Acres" and "Lassie," but many were axed more than four decades 
ago in a programming shift that has since been nicknamed the "Rural Purge."   
 

Founded more than 13 years ago, RFD-TV gets its moniker from a post office plan 
called Rural Free Delivery that started bringing mail service to rural residents in the late 
19th century. The channel covers everything from rodeos and "Hee Haw" reruns to live 
news broadcasts from the grain and livestock pits at the Chicago Mercantile 
Exchange.  RFD-TV is still small. It has had average prime-time viewing of roughly 
137,000 in the first half of the year, according to Nielsen, with about 91% of those 
viewers being 55 or older. Major cable channels often draw more than one million 
viewers during prime time.  
 



RFD-TV's viewers are widely distributed throughout the country, based on the location of 
the comment writers to the FCC.  "Not everyone lives in Manhattan," said Patrick 
Gottsch, the founder of Rural Media Group. "Everything can't be directed at 18- to 34-
year-old urban audiences."  RFD-TV is concerned that consolidation among pay-TV 
operators will squeeze out smaller independent channels. The fear is that as cable and 
satellite operators get bigger they won't carry programming catered to niche audiences. 
As the cable systems get bigger, there are fewer options for small channels to get 
carriage. 
 

A former commodity broker and satellite-dish salesman, Mr. Gottsch is actively working 
to make sure RFD-TV's interests are front and center in Washington as the proposed 
mergers are discussed.  He testified at the House Judiciary Committee's hearing on the 
Comcast deal in May and spoke to the CEOs of both AT&T and DirecTV after similar 
hearings in June. He is running commercials imploring his viewers to take action and 
has hired law firm Hogan Lovells to help with its pleas to lawmakers. 
 

Mr. Gottsch isn't opposing the deals but wants to raise the "plight of rural, independent 
programming" and is concerned that television-content decisions are being made by 
"urban-based media executives" that will reduce his station's viewership. He would like 
to see the service providers carry the channel, add its high-definition feed and even 
carry the company's other channel, called FamilyNet.  "I like a good fight every now and 
then," he said on a recent televised broadcast to rally support.  More than 11,000 of the 
almost 25,000 public filings on the Comcast-Time Warner deal include a reference to 
RFD-TV, likewise for more than half of the 3,300 comments in the AT&T-DirecTV 
docket, according to a search of the documents.  
 

Last month, 21st Century Fox revealed it had approached Time Warner Inc. about an 
$80 billion takeover offer. The offer was rebuffed—and the effort was dropped—but it 
raised the specter of consolidation among major entertainment companies, which could 
further limit opportunities for small channels. As programming companies get more 
channels, they sell bigger bundles of channels to cable operators, leaving less room for 
small channels.  Bigger operators "are going to be less inclined" to carry independent 
programming, said Matt Polka, chief executive of the American Cable Association, which 
represents 850 smaller cable operators. As a result, "fewer independent channels will be 
left." 
 

Many carriers, including Time Warner Cable and DirecTV, have been open about their 
push to shed channels with low ratings and low viewership to help reduce programming 
costs, at a time when channel owners have been raising carriage fees. Cable companies 
also are interested in using space in their pipes for more lucrative high-speed broadband 
services.   Last year Comcast dropped RFD-TV in Colorado and New Mexico, a move 
that Mr. Gottsch uses as an example of how larger service providers may eliminate 
smaller channels.  A Comcast spokeswoman said that in areas where RFD-TV was 
dropped, the cable provider's local managers had "found that other uses of limited 
bandwidth would offer customers more value." 
 

RFD-TV's argument hits a nerve in Washington, where lawmakers and regulators have 
long tried to ensure telecommunications reaches rural populations, which often struggle 
with limited infrastructure and poor Internet connections.  In its pitch to gain lawmakers' 
support for the DirecTV acquisition, AT&T has pledged to expand broadband Internet 
coverage to at least 13 million rural U.S. households. But its U-verse television service 
doesn't offer RFD-TV to its 5.7 million subscribers. AT&T cites limited 
demand.  "Because we can offer video in only a small portion of the country—less than a 
quarter of U.S. households and primarily in urban areas—there has not been a lot of 
demand for programming geared specifically to rural audiences," an AT&T spokesman 
said.  
 

At the Senate hearing in June, Sen. Amy Klobuchar (D., Minn.) asked whether DirecTV 
would be committed to carrying rural programming and specifically mentioned RFD-



TV.  DirecTV CEO Mike White responded that he would attempt to convince AT&T CEO 
Randall Stephenson "that RFD-TV would be great for them to carry."  Ernest Wright, a 
75-year-old retired electrician in Copperas Cove, Texas, watches RFD-TV through 
DirecTV, especially music shows on weekend nights and the farm report during the 
weekdays. He is concerned that the merger of AT&T and DirecTV will lead to higher 
prices or the loss of access to the channel altogether.  "There is nothing on the regular 
TV anymore," said Mr. Wright. "All you got is trash on there." – Wall Street Journal 

 

 

 
 


